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ABSTRACT 

   The eye is standout amongst the most sensitive and complex organs in body,which makes 

vision possible. Cataract surgery is one of the most common surgeries performed. So after cat

aract ocular lens is needed for correcting eye power. In this work wehave used PVA--

PVPblends to develop ocular film.  Films were cross-linked by freeze thawing process and 

solvent evaporation. We have prepared films of five different concentrations named S1-S5. 

As per FTIR S3 S4 have better FTIR peaks. They have refractive index between ranges of 

1.75-1.9. They have shown good complex modulus reading during rheological study which 

was comparable with human crystalline lens. Folding endurance has how flexibility increases 

with PVP. XRD was performed to check crystallinity, SEM and Mechanical testing was 

performed to measure strength and Youngs modulus. We have also performed 

haemocompatibility degradation study and got favorable result. Finally we can conclude that 

it may be used as contact lens purpose 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 
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INTRODUCTION 

          The eye is a standout amongst the most sensitive and complex organs in the body, 

which makes vision conceivable. Accordingly, manufactured  materials that are to be utilized 

as a part of the eye need to have extremely extraordinary properties. A cataract is portrayed 

as (nearby) haziness of the lens and loss of vision of the patient because of biochemical 

changes in proteins of the lens. Optical restoration of vision after cataract surgery can be 

acquired by implantation of an intraocular (IOL) as a distinct option for a cataract display, 

which is overwhelming and limits the field of perspective of the patient.  

 

Among the numerous basic strides in the continuous quest for perfect IOL improvement lens 

material and configuration are profoundly imperative. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is 

the major and the most critical homo-polymer in the arrangement of acrylics with adequate 

high glass transition temperature(Tg) has been the material of decision for IOL Contact 

lenses mostly are bio compatible with the ocular surface, as in they are not toxic and are by 

and large very much endured by the visual tissue. The improvement of materials that are 

endeavouring to copy particular parts of the ocular surface be that the water substance of the 

cornea or an organizing of the tear film or the lipid layer of the tear film is energizing. 

Cataract surgery is one of most common surgery performed. After that for replacing opacified 

space intraocular lens is needed. The final goal of cataract surgery is to improve power of 

eye. Both currently used material PMMA and silicone made lens are very stiff, creates 

accommodation problem. From previous decades attempts have been made to select a 

suitable material for IOL. Previous studies have shown that crystalline lens use to possess 

viscoelastic properties. In this study we have used Poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) and Poly (N 

vinyl 2-Pyrrolidinone) PVP blend has been used. PVA is a commonly used biomaterial for 
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ocular drug delivery because of its biocompatibility, electrochemically stable, non-toxic, high 

film forming property, transparency, and its property to physically crosslink. On the other 

hand PVP is a vinyl polymer which has polar side groups due to presence of peptide bonds in 

the lactum ring. It is widely used for biomedical purpose because of its conductivity water 

solubility properties. In this we have used the property of PVA to crosslink physically with 

different polymers and we have used cross linkers like Glutaraldehyde and Potassium 

hydroxide and sodium sulphate. And for physical cross-linking repetitive freezing and 

followed by thawing process. Different samples of different concentration were made. 

Different characterization were done like cross linking, XRD, Mechanical testing, Contact 

angle measurement were performed and result were analysed 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Historical beginning of biomaterials for IOL 

Harold Ridley from London was the initially noted individual to have utilized PMMA as 

ocular insert from coverings of British Royal Air power planes (Refojo 1975). His choice of 

material was based on coincidental implantation of covering in pilot's eye which were seen 

by him as tolerable without creating any irritation or any inadmissible natural outcomes. The 

PMMA straightforwardness was likewise one component for choice. His IOL was too 

enormous and cumbersome weighing around 110mg in air. It was hard to mechanically fit 

them. 

Phakic intraocular lenses, or phakic lenses, will be lenses made of plastic or silicone that are 

embedded into the eye forever to lessen a man's requirement for glasses or contact lenses. 

Phakic alludes to the way that the lens is embedded into the eye without evacuating the eye's 

characteristic lens. Amid phakic lens implantation surgery, a little cut is made in the front of 

the eye. The phakic lens is embedded through the entry point and put just before or simply 

behind the iris.(U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION). 
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.Fig 1 Phatic lens working 

Biomaterials : A natural or manufactured substance which can be brought into body tissue as 

a major aspect of an embedded implant or used to supplant an organ, bodily function, and so 

forth. All biomaterial should possess some basic properties to be called as biomaterials like 

biocompatibility, nontoxic, etc.(Park and Bronzino 2002) They can be classified in four 

different groups Metals, polymers, ceramics and composites(Hench 1998). Metals are mainly 

used for hard tissue replacements, polymers are prefer for soft tissue implants. 

Metals: Vanadium steel was the first metal used for biomedical purpose. It was used for 

fractured bone plates and for screws(Geetha, Singh et al. 2009). Because of their high 

strength they are used for orthopaedic implants.(Picha and Thompson 2014) 

Ceramics: A ceramic can be any metal, metalloid, non-metallic, or organic substance bonded 

together with ionic or covalent bond(Sáenz, Rivera et al. 1999). They can be further classified 

in three types resorbable , nonabsorbable and biodegradable or non-inert. Examples zirconia 

and carbons are classified inert, dense hydroxyapatites are bioreactive and materials like 

calcium phosphate can be classified as resorbable ceramics.(Geetha, Singh et al. 2009) 
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Polymers: Polymers are large chains of monomers. They are flexible and less strength so they 

are basically used for soft tissue implants. They can be used for Blood and solution bag, 

surgical packaging , dialysis devices, catheter bottles, connectors, catheter, pouch, flexible 

container, and orthopaedic implants Polypropylene Disposable syringes, blood oxygenator 

membrane, suture, artificial vascular grafts ,Blood pump ,membrane for blood dialyzer, 

implantable ocular lens, and artificial vascular grafts, and heart (Paradossi, Cavalieri et al. 

2003). 

Composite Biomaterials: As the word composite say they are materials made from two or 

more different biomaterial of different property form a third material having a property 

different from both. Examples can be bio glass ceramics, acrylic ceramics etc(Jones and 

Rizkalla 1996).Composites can be used in bone cement, bone replacement,dentle implants , 

bone cage, tendon, ligament replacement(Ramakrishna, Mayer et al. 2001) 

 

Polymer blends: The polymer we have used here are PVA, PVP and Gelatin.. They are used 

because of their non-toxicity, biocompatibility, film forming property and water solubility 

property. 

PVA: It is prepared using vinyl acetate as monomer. It has hydroxyl group which is attached 

to its methane carbon. It possess an crystalline and hydrophilic nature(Finch 1973) 

 

Fig 2 Structure of PVA  
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Fig 3 Polymerizaion of PVA from vinyl acetate 

PVP :Its monomer is N vinylpyrrollidone. Due to containing peptide bonds in lactum rings it 

possess highly polar side groups 

 

Fig 4 Structure of PVP 

 

Fig 5 Polymerization of PVP from vinyl pyrrolidone ((BALA)) 

 

Gelatin :It a colour less, brittle and flavourless food stuff. Gelatin is a blend of peptides and 

proteins created by incomplete hydrolysis of collagen extricated from the skin, bones, and 

connective tissues of creatures. It is used to reduce the strength of our films 
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Physical crosslinking  property of PVA.The most punctual endeavour for crosslinking of 

PVA utilizing freezing–thawing system has been spearheaded by Semi-crystalline PVA gels 

were arranged by uncovering PVA solution for redundant freezing–thawing cycles which 

impelled crystallization and result in a system structure, which go about as physical 

crosslinking destinations in the system. The freezing–thawing technique is respected the best 

and the favoured strategy for acquiring physically cross-linked PVA hydrogel without 

utilizing any conventional toxic compound crosslinking operators (Yokoyama et 

al).Numerous polymers have been already mixed to PVA to meet such clinical requests or 

once in a while to add to a polymeric framework suitable for particular biomedical 

applications, for example, drug delivery purpose(Kobayashi, Chang et al. 2005), tissue 

engineering or wound dressing(Kenawy, El-Newehy et al. 2010). The mixed polymers with 

PVA are similar to PVP, (Park and Chang, 2003).The medical uses of PVA are including 

contact lenses, inserts (Nakamura et al., 2001), artificial used organs (Kobayashi, Chang et al. 

2005)and drug delivery (Li et al., 1998). This is a direct result of the qualities of PVA, for 

example, biodegradability, the characteristic non-harmfulness, non-carcinogenetic, great 

biocompatibility, and alluring physical properties, for example, rubbery or flexible nature. 

Application of PVA hydrogel on wound dressing has been reported (Singh and Pal 2011)   
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Objective of the work: 

• To Prepare film using Freeze thawing process 

• Prepare films of different concentrations of PVA-PVP  

• Characterisation 

• Biocompatibility test 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

For this study we have used HIMEDIA chemicals, PVA (60-125 KDa), PVP-(30 KDa) ,PBS 

buffer (100ml,pH-7.4)- (, NaCl- 0.8g), Glutaraldehyde is also used during some samples as a 

cross linker. Five different samples were prepared for our study with different concentration 

of PVA and PVP sample  

 Table 1 Different sample prepared 

 

Sr No. Sample Concentration 

(PVA:PVP:Gelatin) 

1 S1 1:1:0.1 

2 S2 2:1:0.1 

3 S3 3:1:0.1 

4 S4 4:1:0.1 

5 S5 5:1:0.1 

 

 

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

3.1.1. Preparation of polymer solution 

 

 PVA SOLUTION : 10% of PVA solution is prepared using 4 gm. of PVA was added 

to 40 ml of distilled water 
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PVP solution : 10 % PVP solution was prepared using 4 gm of PVP was added to 40 ml 

of distilled water 

 

 

 

Gelatin  solution : 10 % gelatin solution was prepared using 4 gm of PVP was added 

to 40 ml of distilled water 
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Fig 6 Sample preparation 

 

 

3.2.2 FILM CASTING 

After the solution is prepared, make five different sample. Than they are kept in -20ºc freeze 

for 16 hrs, than they are kept in room temperature for thawing , this cycle is repeated one 

more time and then after  they are kept in hot air oven at 65 ºc for 16hrs , than we are able to 

get our  films 
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3.3CHARACTERISATION: 

Samples were further characterised by following techniques: 

 

3.3.1 FTIR ATR analysis:  

This is done to check whether our films are crosslinking or not. Because crosslinking is one 

of measure feature which tells about film solubility, degradability, and about its different 

property. If we can find bonds at required points than our polymers have cross-linked 

properly otherwise not, and so the will degrade easily while swelling. As per our ocular films 

they should not degrade easily. Small circular films were cut and then they are sandwiched in 

between KBr and then pallets are formed for our ATIR FTIR . 

 

3.3.2 Optical Properties: 

Optical density: To check the increase in the transparency with respect to different 

concentration of PVA PVP and Gelatin. It is done using spectrophotometer. We have used 

spectrophotometer at 600 nm. All films were made of 2.5 cm length and 0.5 cm width, and of 

around 0.25 mm thickness. 

 

3.3.2.1 Refractive index of the film: 

The refractive index of the films were measured using Abbe refractometer, refractive index 

was measured using 598 nm wavelength filters .Samples were cut accordingly 
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3.3.3 FOLDING ENDURANCE VALUE: 

This test is used to check the flexibility of the film to stand on different number of folds. In 

this technique we measures the number of folds after which our films breaks. And then log of 

that is find. The specimen was folded from the centre by using finger and thumb and then 

opened this whole thing is termed as single fold 

 

3.3.4 Contact Angle Measurement  

Contact angle is basically an angle which is formed in between the interface of a solid mainly 

our specimen and the liquid mainly water droplet .This test is done to check whether our 

prepared film is hydrophilic or hydrophobic. For this films are cut in 1×1 cm2 , then it is put 

on instrument a drop of water is dropped on it , if the angle  made by drop’s outer layer with 

film is acute than hydrophilic otherwise hydrophobic 

  

3.3.5 Mechanical properties 

In this part the tensile strength of the films were measured using Universal Tensile Machine, 

Films were cut in length of 2.5 cm and width of 0.5cm .First the thickness of the films were 

measured using strain gauge. Than film films were placed in UTM slot for specimen. After 

this machine was started and till our film brakes it runs. So we had measured young’s 

modulus, tensile strength, strain at break. Our tensile strength of ocular film should of 

moderate modulus; it should not of very high modulus. For this purpose only we have used 

Gelatin as it is also hydrophilic and it reduces the strength of the film     
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3.3.6 SWELLING TEST AND SOLUBILITY TEST 

Swelling property of a material tell how much water a material can hold. It can be calculated 

by the formula given below 

W =M – M1 / M1 

M2 = weight of water soaked film 

M1 = weight of dry film (initial) 

Films were cut in 1centimeter square dimension and then placed in 5ml of PBS. After every 

hour the change in mass was calculated. Extra PBS can be soaked using tissue paper. Finally 

samples were kept for drying 

Solubility factor can be calculated by diving initial and final swelled film mass with initial 

mass and multiplying it with 100 

M3 is the weight of fully dried film 

 

3.3.7 DEGRADATION TESTS 

This test is done to check that in how many days ours film is degrading. For this there are 

many ways one of the ways is by using PBS. Sample with 1*1 cm are used, it is put in 12 ml 

of PBS and checked for degradation 

 

3.3.8 THICKNESS OF THE CAST 

The thickness of films were measured using screw gauge , and verified using verniercalliper, 

both are standard way of measuring thickness of films 

 

 

3.3.9 X-RAY DIFFRACTION 

XRD readings were taken for samples by keeping the diffractometer at 45kV and 
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40Ma.The diffractometer reading were measured for the range of 2ɵ between10-60 at an 

speed of 10 degree/minute 

 

3.10 SEM  STUDY  

Film morphology, organization and estimations of the fibres were considered utilizing 

filtering electron intensifying lens with an empowering voltage of 20 kv. Picture  were 

studied using Image programming for the figuring of the ordinary width of the film. A 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is a kind of electron amplifying instrument which 

plans photos of a case by filter it with centre light emission. The electrons from the machine 

interact with the electrons of sample, using different indictors that are known and in this 

manner we get information regarding morphology of our sample. For SEM study a very small 

part of sample was taken, than it was kept for gold sputtering for few minutes, after that it 

was put on the SEM holder. It was send in the chamber after that we have seen the images 

and taken  

 

 

  Fig 7 SEM images 
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3.3.11 Rheological testing 

The ocular films were viscoelastic materials. Viscoelastic is the property of material in which 

a material stresses -strain response is dependent on applied strain rate. A Rheometer was used 

to check rheological property of ocular film. Our ocular film was first fully hydrated in saline 

solution. The complex stress and strain were plotted and complex shear was calculated. A 

normal human lens have complex shear modulus of 50(BALA , Leone, Consumi et al. 2011). 

So we have calculated for our sample and compared. 

 

 

3.3.12 HEMOCOMPATIBILITY TEST 

It’s a test performed to check if our films are compatible with blood or not. Around 10 ml of 

0.9% saline was added in 8 ml of blood (Dilution proportion was 10:8). EDTA was used for 

anticoagulant. At that point in 9ml of saline and 0.5 ml of dilute blood was added, for testing 

sample 0.5 ml of sample was included the arrangement. 0.5 ml of 0.1 M HCL and 0.5 ml of 

saline were included rather than test example in the blend of blood and saline (9 ml saline + 

0.5 ml dilute blood) to know for positive and negative control. The samples were kept in the 

incubator with the positive and negative control, and after that centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 

around 10 minutes. The upper portion free from cells was taken and then OD was determined 

using spectrophotometer at absorbance 545 nm 

Haemolysis was calculated using the formula  

 

 

% Haemolysis = (O.D.sample – O.D—ve control) / ( O.D.+ve --O.D—ve control) × 100 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

FTIR analysis: Infrared spectra obtained are plotted below, and  important wave numbers are 

shown 

 

a) 

 

 

b) 
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c) 

Fig 7 (a,b,c)  FTIR data 

 

Peaks at 3369 are because of hydroxyl group , peak at 2916cm-1 to 2769 cm-1 C-H symmetric 

and CH2 asymmetric streching bond . Peak at 1595cm-1 is of  ketone bond. Bond at 1490 cm-1 

is because of CH2 Bending  and 1217 cm-1 is C-C-C bending. Hydrogen bond has been 

formed between the hydroxyl group of PVA and proton from PVP.(El-Mohdy and Ghanem 

2009) -NH out-of plane wagging at 670 cm–1 indicating the formation of an esterifies 

product (after esterification bond length is shortened, resulting in the shift of the peak to a 

higher wave number). Since there are no peaks at 1680 cm–1 it can be concluded that all the 

free carboxylic groups of Gelatin have been esterifies.(Mansur, Oréfice et al. 2004)  

 

4.2 FOLDING ENDURANCE VALUE 

Folding endurance test is done to check the elasticity and brittleness of films. The folding 

endurance of the film was increased by increasing the PVP concentration in the film. This can 

concluded from their polymeric continuous structure is hard to break. This study shows that 

by increasing PVP the strength and flexibility has increased(BALA) 
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Table 2 Folding endurance data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 DEGRADATION TEST: Film samples were kept in PBS buffer for 20 days 

4.3.1 pH Analysis- pH change was recorded for films in this days , there was no pH change 

was observed , so no degradation as pH change is considered one of the criteria for 

degradation test. As the pH was around 6-7 an only no change so it can be concluded that 

films are not degrading. 

 

4.4 SWELLING TEST: Swelling weight was got after the films were completely swelled. 

PVA crystallites  plays two different role in membrane one as reduce the absorbed solvent 

and also restrict membrane swelling by physical cross-linking effect 
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The addition of PVP reduced the crystallinity of film as by our XRD data, so by doing so 

swelling power the film was increased. And by loss of crystallinity transparency was affected 

 

4.5. THICKNESS OF THE FILM 

Thickness of the films were measured using strain gauge, it is one of precise method to 

measure thickness. Film thickness is one of the important factor for film, like if more the 

thick film more it can swell, thickness of film depends on the volume of the solution we take 

 

Table 3 Thickness of the film 

 

Sample  Thickness(mm) 

S1 0.13 

S2 0.15 

S3 0.15 

S4 0.13 

S5 0.13 

 

4.6. Optical properties 

Table 4 Optical density of films 

Sample Name 1st reading 2nd reading 3rd reading 

S1 0.203 0.201 0.105 

S2 0.197 0.198 0.208 

S3 0.150 0.167 0.171 

S4 0.147 0.162 0.152 

S5 0.132 0.139 0.147 
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This shows that the optical density of films were decreasing in the fixed pattern, so as we 

know optical density is inversely proportional to transparency as our optical density is 

decreasing so our transparency is increasing, this can be explained as increasing PVA 

concentration crystallinity is increasing so more crystalline more transparent 

 

Measured Refractive Index of films: 

 

Table 5 R.I. values  

Samples  Refractive index 

S1 1.7602 

S2 1.7658 

S3 1.7761 

S4 1.788 

S5 1.7615 

 

 

4.6 Contact angle result:- 

The values of contact angle are below 90 for all the samples, so we can say all are 

hydrophilic in nature. As we have added gelatine there was a further increase in 

hydrophilicity as angle has dropped from 80 to approx 40 
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Fig 8 Contact angle images 

 

Table 6 Contact angle readings of film 

Sr. no. Sample name Contact angle values 

1 S1 43 

2 S2 17.2 

3 S3 38.9 

4 S4 44.3 

5 S5 42.1 

6 Without Gelatin 84 
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4.7 Mechanical Analysis: 

Rheological Analysis: The IOL is crystalline and viscoelastic in nature. For measuring 

rheological properties rheometer was used. By reading the data we can find the value of 

complex shear modulus.  

Complex shear modulus after samples fully hydrated (0.9% saline) 

Storage modulus VS Strain % graph:- 

 

 

Fig 9 Strain vs storage modulus for the hydrated film 
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Loss Modulus vs Strain % 

 

 

 

Fig 10 strain % vs Load modulus data 

 The complex  modulus of PVA PVP geatin based film to be in between 40 to 100 so it is comparable 

to that of normal human lens values(Leone, Consumi et al. 2011). 

 

Mechanical strength of dry films 
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Table 7 Mechanical properties of dry films 
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Complex Modulus of hydrated gels 

 

Fig 11 Complex modulus vs Strain % 

 

This shows that complex modulus for sample S3, S4 have been comparable with that of 

crystalline lens. And mechanical strength of the films reduced by adding Gelatin, and sample 

S 4 have maximum strength of 60.14.We have noticed that after adding Gelatin we were able 

to decrease mechanical strength from  5000 MPa to around 2000 MPa, cause we don’t need 

that much high modulus for ocular film (Kim, Park et al. 2005). 

 

 

4.8 XRD ANALYSIS 

XRD is our films were performed at room temperature check crystalline sample. Sharp peaks 

with higher intensities shows crystallinty , if peaks are broad and of less intensity it can said 

as amorphous XRD was operated at 45 kV and 40 Ma, the diffractometer are measured in 2ɵ 

of range10-60 at an speed of 10 degree per minute. Basically PVA is shows crystalline 

nature, it shows peaks 20.On contrary to PVA, PVP shows amorphous, on increase in 

concentration of PVP peaks become broader and intensity also reduces .This gives the 

information that on a gelatine and PVP the crystallinity (Pal, Banthia et al. 2007). 
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Fig 12 XRD data 

 

As per the XRD data above we can say, peak at 20 due to PVA, its intensity and width 

increase is due to addition of Gelatin and PVP. Addition of PVP makes films more 

amorphous. Peaks at 23, 34, and 43(Asma, Meriem et al. 2014) are due to Gelatin.(Liu, 

Geever et al. 2010) 

 

 

4.9 HEMOCOMPATIBILITY TEST 

 

This test alludes to capacity of RBCs to break under stress. It’s the level of haemolysis that  

Happens when a specimen of blood sample are kept under osmotic stress. A hyper tonic 

mixture with 9 % NaCl is utilized to give stress to cells. When cell are placed under a 
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hypertonic solution because there is a higher concentration of salt outside the cell with 

respect to inside the cell permits the haemoglobin to remove out of the cell. 

 

 By measuring this haemoglobin we can determine percentage haemolysis. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 12 Samples preparation for haemocompatibility 

 

% Haemolysis was calculated using the formula  

 % Haemolysis = (O.D.sample – O.D—ve control) / ( O.D.+ve --O.D—ve control) × 100 
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Table 7  %Haemolysis values  

 

Sr, no. sample % Hemolysis 

1 +VE control  

2 -VE control  

3 S1 7% 

4 S2 4% 

5 S3 1% 

6 S4 2% 

7 S5 5% 

 

 

 

As from the readings we can see all readings are below 10% so we can say all are highly 

haemocompatible. It can be used in body without causing any toxic effect to a person’s blood 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

PVA/PVP Blends are versatile candidate for medical applications and films have been 

Obtain. We have seen problems using different cross linker like GA causes brittleness to the 

film, and KOH/Na2SO4   causes whiteness in gels, so we can’t use them also. So for this only 

we have used Freeze thawing method. With adding Gelatin a hydrophilic compound we are 

able to decrease its strength 

After freeze thawing samples were prepared by solvent evaporation method. Addition of 

Glutaraldehyde affected the structure of blend making it more rigid and compact, although 

difference was slight as physical cross-linking already exists between the two polymers. 

These films have mechanical strength, swelling and solubility in water. On the basis of all the 

result it can be concluded that films S3 was found best and as from data increase 

biocompatibility, transparency, contact angle, complex modulus it can be used PVA can be 

used as a biomaterial for IOL 
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